5AB OD2 hodina 16 2021
1) Kontrola – příloha OD2 Grammar 12, 13 (to bylo na minule), WB 20 21
2) Opakování - úvod do unitu 3, hlavní text SB 30 31, kontrola úkolu SB 32
3) SB 33 - song, was/were
4) SB 34 – words, listening, gapfill below
5) HW WB 22 23 24 25
--SB 34 - Listening
SOLID MAKE

LIQUID

CHANGES FREEZE

1. A lot of people like this very much. It was a …...……….… but now it´s a ………………… . How do
we ………..…… this thing? We ……………. it to make it very cold so it ……………... to a solid. You
should eat it fast on a hot day.
GAS LIKE SOFT

ADD

2. This thing is a solid, and small and ……………….. . But when we put some …………….. in it, it gets
big and is ………….... a ball. We shouldn´t ….…………… too much gas to it or it can pop ! We often see
these at parties.
CHANGES

CONTAINER

HEAT STEAM

3. This is a …………..…. and we ……………...water in it. When the water is hot, it changes from a
liquid to a gas and we see ………….... . If we heat it for a long time, all the water ……………....to steam.
SHORT TOP MELTS BACK
4. This is a solid. But if we make it hot on ….……………...., it …………, the top changes to a liquid,
and this thing gets ……………. . When it gets cold again, the liquid part changes ……………...to a solid.
HOUSE WARM FREEZES
5. This is in a very cold place. When it gets very, very cold on a …….……, the water dripping down on
the side of the house ……….….., and changes from a liquid to a solid. When it gets ……….…. this melts
and changes to water again.
SMELLS BIG SMALL HOT
6. This is a solid. When we make it ………., it doesn´t change to a liquid or gas. It stays a solid and gets
…………… Look! They were very …………, and now they´re big. Mmm. It ………….good! I´m hungry.

